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Abstract
In this paper, Pascal matrices are generalized to functional matrices by using the expo-
nential families and the restricted sequences of polynomials of binomial type. Some algebraic
properties of the Pascal functional matrices are presented and proved. In addition, several im-
portant combinatorial identities are obtained. © 2000 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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0. Introduction
In 1993 Call and Velleman [4] discussed the properties of Pascal matrices. In
[2,5,6], the authors studied the algebraic properties of the generalized Pascal func-
tional matrices and gave some combinatorial identities. The purpose of this paper is
to generalize the Pascal matrices and prove its some algebraic properties and give
some combinatorial identities.
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1. The exponential families
Let the exponential family F be a collection of decks D1;D2; : : : ; where the
deck Dn is of weight n. Let h.n; k/ .n > 0; k > 1/ denote the number of hands
of weight n that consist of k cards, and are such that each card in the hand is a
relabeling of some card in some deck inF. Repetitions are allowed. That is, we are
permitted to take several copies of the same card from one deck, and to relabel those
copies with different label sets. In addition, we adopt the following conventions:
h.n; 0/ D 0 .n > 0/; h.0; 0/ D 1.








We call it the 2-variable hand enumerator of the exponential familyF.
If dn is the number of different cards in deck Dn .n > 1/, we call D.x/ the expo-
nential generating function of fdng11 , the deck enumerator of the exponential family
F.
If hn D Pk h.n; k/ is the number of hands of weight n without regard to the
number of cards in it, then we write H.x/ for the exponential generating function of
fhng, instead of H.x; 1/. It is the 1-variable hand enumerator ofF.
Let ’n.y/ D Pk h.n; k/yk . Then H.x; y/ D eyD.x/ D Pn>0..’n.y//=nW/xn, and
we have:
Theorem 1.1. ’n.x C y/ D Pr nr’r.x/’n−r .y/.
Proof. See [1]. 
Corollary 1.2. For any k, we have
P








2. Pascal functional matrices associated with f’n.x/g
By Theorem 1.1, we can generalize Pascal matrix as follows:
Definition 2.1. For any nonzero real number x, we define matrix PnTxU of order








if i > j;
0 if i < j;
where i; j D 1; 2; : : : ; n C 1. Let PnT0U equal the identity matrix.
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Example 2.1. Let us consider the exponential familyF that consists of all permu-
tations.
Let C.S; p/ denote a card, where S is the label set and p is a picture of P (P is an
abstract set of pictures). ForF, the picture on the card C.S; p/ will show n points
arranged in a circle, the points being labeled with the set TnU, in some order, and there
will be arrowheads around the circle, all pointing clockwise. In addition, there is a
set S of n positive integers on the card. Each deck Dn is the set of standard cards
that consist of one sample of every distinct standard card of a given weight. The nth
deck Dn contains exactly dn D .n − 1/W cards, one for each cyclic permutation of
TnU. Each hand is a collection of cards whose label sets partition TnU for some n. The
exponential generating function of the sequence fdng is D.x/ D log .1=.1 − x//. By
the exponential formula H.x; y/ D eyD.x/, we have H.x; y/ D .1 − x/−y . In F,
h.n; k/ is the number of permutations of n letters that have k cycles, i.e., h.n; k/ is










.1 − x/−y D y.y C 1/    .y C n − 1/:
By considering Example 2.1, we can see that Definition 2.1 is the generalization
of Definition 2 in [2].
Theorem 2.1. For any real numbers x; y; we have


























is a row matrix. Now we prove Theorem 2.1 by induction on n. It clearly holds for











Pn−1Tx C yU 0
QnTxUPn−1TyU C QnTyU 1

D PnTx C yU: 
Corollary 2.2. For any integer j > 0 and k > 0; we have




 D PnTj U D Pjn T1U:
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3. Generalization of Pascal functional matrices related to polynomial sequences
We now generalize Definition 2.1 for two and three variables related to polyno-
mial sequences.
Definition 3.1. Let F; F1, and F2 be three exponential families. The numbers
of hands of weight n that consist of k cards for F; F1, and F2 are, respectively,
h.n; k/, h.1/.n; k/, and h.2/.n; k/. Let ’n.y/ D Pk h.n; k/yk , ’.1/n .y/ D Pk h.1/.n;
k/yk and ’.2/n .y/ D Pk h.2/.n; k/yk . Let a D fangn>0, b D fbngn>0 be two arbitrary
sequences. Then we define the matrices P .1/n TxI aU, P .2/n TxI bU, PnTxI a; bU, P .1/n TxI a;
yU, P .2/n TxI b; zU, and PnTxI a; yI b; zU by:
(










if i > j;
0 if i < j;
(










if i > j;
0 if i < j;







if i > j;
0 if i < j;
(










if i > j;
0 if i < j;
(










if i > j;
0 if i < j;









if i > j;
0 if i < j:
In the above definition, we generalize Pascal functional matrices for two and three
variables. In addition, we get the following results immediately.
Lemma 3.1. Let x; y; and z be three real numbers, and let a D fangn>0 and b D
fbngn>0 be two arbitrary sequences. Then we have
1. P .1/n TxI aU D diag.a0; a1; : : : ; an/PnTxU;
2. P .2/n TxI bU D PnTxU diag.b0; b1; : : : ; bn/;
3. PnTxI a; bU D diag.a0; a1; : : : ; an/PnTxU diag.b0; b1; : : : ; bn/;
4. P .1/n TxI a; yU D diag.a0; a1’.1/1 .y/; : : : ; an’.1/n .y//PnTxU;
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5. P .2/n TxI b; zU D PnTxU diag.b0; b1’.2/1 .z/; : : : ; bn’.2/n .z//; and
6. PnTxI a; yI b; zU D diag.a0; a1’.1/1 .y/; : : : ; an’.1/n .y//PnTxU diag.b0; b1’.2/1 .z/;
: : : ; bn’
.2/
n .z//.
Theorem 3.2. Let x1; x2; y; and z be four real numbers, a D fangn>0 and b D
fbngn>0 be two arbitrary sequences. Then we have
1. P .1/n Tx1 C x2I aU D P .1/n Tx1I aUPnTx2U D P .1/n Tx2I aUPnTx1U;
2. P .2/n Tx1 C x2I bU D PnTx1UP .2/n Tx2I bU D PnTx2UP .2/n Tx1I bU;
3. PnTx1 C x2I a; bU D diag.a0; a1; : : : ; an/P .2/n Tx1 C x2I bU D P .1/n Tx1 C x2I aU
diag.b0; b1; : : : ; bn/ D P .1/n Tx1I aUP .2/n Tx2I bU D P .1/n Tx2I aUP .2/n Tx1I bU;
4. P .1/n Tx1 C x2I a; yU D P .1/n Tx1I a; yUPnTx2U D P .1/n Tx2I a; yUPnTx1U;
5. P .2/n Tx1 C x2I b; zU D PnTx1UP .2/n Tx2I b; zU D PnTx2UP .2/n Tx1I b; zU; and
6. PnTx1 C x2I a; yI b; zU D diag.a0; a1’.1/1 .y/; : : : ;an’.1/n .y//P .2/n Tx1 C x2I b; zU D
P
.1/
n Tx1 C x2I a; yU diag.b0; b1’.2/1 .z/; : : : ; bn’.2/n .z// D P .1/n Tx1I a; yUP .2/n
Tx2I b; zU D P .1/n Tx2I a; yUP .2/n Tx1I b; zU.
4. Some identities related to generalized Pascal functional matrices
From now on, let ei .0 6 i 6 n/ be the unit vector in Rn1 and let e’.y/ D
.1; ’1.y/; : : : ; ’n.y//T. Then we have:
Lemma 4.1. For any integers k > 0 and 0 6 i 6 n − 1; we have
eTiC1Pkn TxU e’.y/ D ’i.kx C y/:








’i.kx C y/: 
Theorem 4.2. Let k and l be two positive integers and let x and y be two any real








’k.ix C y/ D 0:
Proof. Consider the first l rows of .PnTxU − InC1/l are equal to zero. Then if k 6
l − 1, by applying Lemma 4.1, we have

















DeTkC1.PnTxU − InC1/l e’.y/
D0
and this completes the proof. 
Lemma 4.3. For any positive integer l and any real number x, we have
.PlTxU − IlC1/l D Ml;
where IlC1 is the unit matrix of order l C 1 and Ml is a matrix of order l C 1; in
which all elements are equal to zero except .Ml/lC1;1 D lW’l1.x/ D lWxl .
Proof. We prove the lemma by mathematical induction on l. It clearly holds for
l D 1. Suppose that it holds for l − 1, and we want to prove it for l. Then we write




























For l, we have




















where ./D holds by considering the inductive assumption. 








’l.ix C y/ D lWxl:
Proof. We immediately prove it by applying Lemmas 4.1 and 4.3. 
Definition 4.1. For any positive integer k, we define matrices Lk’ of order n C 1 as
follows:

















if i > j;
0 if i < j:
Considering Definition 4.1, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 4.5. For any real number x, we have

































if i > j;
0 if i < j:
and this completes the proof. 
5. Generalization of Pascal functional matrices associated with the restricted
sequences of polynomials of binomial type
Definition 5.1. If sequence fgn.x/g of polynomials satisfies the binomial identity








where gn.x/ is a polynomial of degree n (n is any positive integer), in which the
coefficients of xk .1 6 k 6 n/ equal 1 and g0.x/ D 1; gn.0/ D 0 .n > 1/, then we
call fgn.x/g the restricted sequence of polynomials of binomial type (see [3]).
Definition 5.2. For any positive number n and any real number x, we define the








if i > j;
0 if i < j:
By Definitions 5.1 and 5.2, we see that f’n.x/g is a special case of the restricted
sequence of polynomials of binomial type, and the above discussion about f’n.x/g
is all true for the restricted sequences fgn.x/g of binomial type.
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Definition 5.3. Let x; ;  be three arbitrary real numbers and n be a positive inte-
ger. Then we define TxUn j .;/ by
TxUn j .;/ D

x.x C /    .x C .n − 1// if n > 0;
1 if n D 0;








if i > j;
0 if i < j:
By Definition 5.3, we can easily prove that TxUn j .;/ is a restricted sequence of
polynomials of binomial type, xnj and Pn;TxU in [2] are the special cases . D 1/ of
TxUn j .;/ and Pn;.;/TxU, respectively, and all results in [2] are the particular cases
of our results in this paper.
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